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seem nowadays more tied here with imagination than with any realistic imitation. ... http://inthegapbetween.free.fr/pierre/process_panting_kalimantan.pdf .... Although many orders yet, he explained that currently still have limitations due to lack ... 
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The Gambus designation nowadays took an unexplicit acception in the indonesian archipelago, since the word became synonymous of “middle east-like lute” there. If the word is certainly rooted in the Yemeni name “Qanbus”, according to the homonymous lute of the Sana’an plateau, for sure, every current Indonesian avatars now embody various designs. Unlike other remote islands of the Indonesian archipelago, the presence of the gambus in Java “mainland” can nowadays hardly be distinguished from the middle-eastern oud itself. Thus, some “Gitar Gambus” production is observed around Djakarta and Yoggiakarta. Having said that, the available technologies anticipated a shut of the hollowed bodies, with a distinctive defiance vs the monoxyle design of the Arabs.The aesthetical evocation of the Arabic way of life seem nowadays more tied here with imagination than with any realistic imitation. Basically, several project have been observed, especially after the preliminary workrks on new lutery technics by the ethnomusicologist Endo SUANDA. After the early prototypes by SUANDA, the bamboo industry revival in Bandung (Jawa) in the late 1990’s turned to a a local initiative for the local developpement by the Indonesia Bamboo Community (IBC). The project deals with the technics of transformation of the local ressources , such as wood, bamboo and rotin with semi-industrial means. The project is targeting various productions of furnitures, collectibles and several musical instruments from the local bamboo ressources. On the early steps, the lutery activity of IBC was led by the charismatic maker / player Adnan MUHYDIN, namely a major pillar of the Community. Regardless the previous use of the bamboo in the local lutery – and there was -, the IBC catalogue features one of a kind biola vieles and electric guitars. Meanwhile including the gambus was just an option, out of the traditional lutery requirements, and it is noticeable that the progress in lutery benefit both their gambus and guitar production: definitely, the present bamboo-made lutery obviously targets a family of biola, guitars and gambus, rather than with an hypothetic lute-orientated know-how. And frankly speaking, the current maturity took ages to be met. Basically, the early concept – let’s name it “tubular” – was meeting the standards for villager’s music, with poor fingerboard quality and uke-like (wooden) pegs. No doubt that these early series by Adnan MUHYDIN mismatched the needs of the local market, such as the acoustic and the accuracy. In the best condition, this concept had been previously observed in the viele manufacturing of rare and summary vieles of the far-eastern islands of Indonesia, namely: West Timor and Flores. Its fingerboard was a simply flattened bamboo resonator. Little by little, machinings were improved with using industrial driller and saws. Despite the sales of IBC not to be booming, the features of the product were refined indeed, on a “order” basis production. During the 2000’s, the tubular concept was significantly improved, possibly on the customer’s demand. Possibly each product had already reach uniqueness already… The first stage dealed with the upgrade of the fingerboard, and the creation of a variety of sisterinstruments, such as bamboo-boxed mandolins, proving a significative maturity in the technics of bending and assembly. Finally, a rise of the local demand for premium standards caused significant improvements, such as metal pegs, “trimaran”-bodies and rosewood-made fingerboards. The innovative “trimaran” -like type is locally named “'Virageawie'”.



This document summarizes endemic construction techniques for every types of Bambu lutes in Jawa Isl, including more recent, less significant cases in Malaysia and Banjarmsain ( south Borneo) THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE BAMBU GAMBUS LUTES From the original Gambus lute (either the “Hijaz” variant or the “Hadhramawt” variant), the bamboo gambus lute retained mostly a flat soundboard and a (fretless) neck. But the tubular soundbox was basically not offering the same shape. -



The soundbox body & fingerboard are carved out of a bamboo pipe. Late evolutions for bamboo guitar & lute involved additional bamboo pipes. Various technologies observed for pegbox.



About wood-boarded Gambus lute making, see alternate file http://inthegapbetween.free.fr/pierre/process_malay_gambus_seludang_wooden_v8.pdf http://inthegapbetween.free.fr/pierre/process_panting_kalimantan.pdf
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PRODUCING BAMBOO-MADE GAMBUS– BANDUNG (JAWA ISL)



Tubular type of the modern Gambus Bambu(Bandung, Jawa)



“Trimaran” variant of the “tube” type of Gambus Bambu (Bandung)



Banboo made Fiddle (Bandung, Jawa)



Banboo made Fiddle by the maker Hendra CIPTA, a.k.a. “ANDRE” (Banjar)



EXPERIMENTING BAMBOO-MADE GAMBUS– BANJARMASIN (BORNEO ISL)



Bamboo –made Panting lute by the maker Hendra CIPTA, a.k.a. “ANDRE” (Banjar)



Bamboo –made Panting lute by the maker Hendra CIPTA, a.k.a. “ANDRE” (Banjar)



Bamboo –made Panting lute by the maker Hendra CIPTA, a.k.a. “ANDRE” (Banjar)



Bamboo –made Panting lute by the maker Hendra CIPTA, a.k.a. “ANDRE” (Banjar)



“TUBULAR” GITAR BAMBU (JAWA) – ASSEMBLY WITH / WITHOUT FINGERBOARD



BAMBU GAMBUS – BANDUNG (JAWA ISL)



Another modern Gambus Bambu by Pr. Endo SUANDA (Bandung, Jawa)



A javanese Biela made of bamboo (Bandung, Jawa)



An alternate bamboo-made Gambus experiment by Ghazi Sheikh RAMLEE (Malaysia)



An alternate bamboo-made Gambus experiment by Ghazi Sh.RAMLEE (Malaysia)



BAMBU “GITAR GAMBUS”: SHAPING THE BODY – BANDUNG (JAWA ISL)



“Trimaran” variant of the “tube” type of Gambus Bambu (Bandung)



Mandoline type of te modern Gambus Bambu(Bandung)



BAMBU “GITAR GAMBUS” : CARVING THE SOUNDBOX & PEGBOX – BANDUNG (JAWA ISL)



Carving the pegbox of the Gambus Bambu (Bandung)



Carving inside the soundbox of the Gambus Bambu (Bandung)



Carving inside the soundbox of the Gambus Bambu (Bandung)



Carving inside the soundbox of the Gambus Bambu (Bandung)



BAMBU “GITAR GAMBUS” : CARVING THE SOUNDBOX WITH A GOUGE – BANDUNG (JAWA ISL)



BAMBU “GITAR GAMBUS” : CARVING THE SOUNDBOX WITH A GOUGE – BANDUNG (JAWA ISL)



BAMBU “GITAR GAMBUS” : SOUNDBOX SHAPING & ASSY – BANDUNG (JAWA ISL)



Glueing the soundbox (bottom) of the Gambus Bambu (Bandung): wooden clamps



Glueing the soundbox (bottom) of the Gambus Bambu (Bandung): wooden clamps



Glueing the soundbox of the Gambus Bambu (Bandung)



Glueing the soundbox of the Gambus Bambu (Bandung): wooden clamps



BAMBU “GITAR GAMBUS” : SOUNDBOX SHAPING & ASSY – BANDUNG (JAWA ISL)



Assembly concept by the maker HENDRA (Banjarmasin)



Covering technics by the ethnomusicologist Endo SUANDA (Bandung)



Covering technics by the ethnomusicologist Endo SUANDA (Bandung)



Alternate covering technics by the ethnomusicologist Endo SUANDA (Bandung)



BAMBU “GITAR GAMBUS” : SOUNDBOX SHAPING & ASSY – BANDUNG (JAWA ISL)



Shaping the body of the Gambus Bambu (Bandung)



Machining / assemblying the fingerboard of the Gambus Bambu (Bandung)



Polishing the rods of a Gambus Bambu” a.k.a. 'Virageawie'”.” (Bandung)



Soundbox assy of the Gambus Bambu” a.k.a. 'Virageawie'”.” (Bandung)



BAMBU “GITAR GAMBUS” : FINGERBOARD ASSY – BANDUNG (JAWA ISL)



Adjusting frets & strings a Gambus Bambu” a.k.a. 'Virageawie'”.



Adjusting the frets of the Gambus Bambu (Bandung)



Adjusting frets & strings a Gambus Bambu” a.k.a. 'Virageawie'”.



BAMBU “GITAR GAMBUS” : FINISHINGS – BANDUNG (JAWA ISL)



Shaping the body of the Gambus Bambu (Bandung)



Pegbox & stringholder of the Gambus Bambu (Bandung)



Gambus Bambu” a.k.a. 'Virageawie'”.” (Bandung)



Gambus Bambu” (Bandung)



GITAR GAMBUS BAMBU (BANDUNG /JAWA) – TUBULAR SOUNDBOX



2. 1.1 GAMBUS BAMBU (single tube)



1.2 GAMBUS BAMBU (single tube)



1.3 GAMBUS BAMBU (single tube) by Endo SUANDA



1.4 GAMBUS BAMBU (single tube) by Endo SUANDA)



1.5 GITAR BAMBU (single tube) by IBC



1.6 GITAR BAMBU (single tube)



1.7 Panting BAMBU (single tube), Banjarmasin



GITAR GAMBUS BAMBU (BANDUNG /JAWA) – TUBULAR SOUNDBOX



2. 1.9 GAMBUS BAMBU (single tube)



1.10 GITAR BAMBU (single tube) by IBC



1.11 GITAR BAMBU (single tube) by IBC



1.10 GAMBUS BAMBU (single tube)



1.13 BAMBU tube)



GITAR (single



1.14 GITAR BAMBU (single tube) by IBC



1.15 GAMBUS BAMBU (single tube)



1.16 GAMBUS BAMBU (single tube)



GITAR GAMBUS BAMBU (BANDUNG / JAWA) – MULTI-RIB SOUNDBOX



2.1 BIOLA (single tube)



2.2 BIOLA (single tube)



2.3 BIOLA (ribs)



2.4 BIOLA (ribs)



2.5 GITAR BAMBU (ribs)



2.6 GITAR (ribs)



GITAR GAMBUS BAMBU (BANDUNG /JAWA) – MULTI-PIPE SOUNDBOX



3.1 GITAR BAMBU (ribs)



3.2 GITAR BAMBU (3 tubes)



3.3 GITAR BAMBU (3 tubes)



3.4 GITAR BAMBU (3 tubes)



3.5 GITAR BAMBU (3 tubes)



ADDENDA n°1 http://ziddpriatampan.blogspot.fr/2012/10/bamboo-guitar-made-inbandung.html BAMBOO GUITAR MADE IN BANDUNG Starting a business requires the foresight to see opportunities because therein lies the business potential that could be developed. This happens in the business of making traditional and modern musical instruments from bamboo raw materials coordinated by Adang Muhidin. Adang inspired by the high price of bamboo outside the country when he was a student in Germany, then after returning to Indonesia, he decided to develop kerajian from bamboo including musical instruments. "I was outside, bamboo prices expensive but in Indonesia it is very cheap or worthless. I'm in Europe six years, college S2 in Germany, I see that the price of bamboo OK, back from Germany instead of my work but I raised the art of bamboo, although a job offer but I refused, "said Adang told detikFinance Walk Epicentrum when found in South Jakarta some time ago. Musical instruments produced by Adang with members of Indonesian Community Bamboo is also diverse and has artistic value and creativity. "The bass guitar, guitar melody, rhythm guitar, fiddle, violin, harp, bamboo, bamboo percussion," he added. For the price offered relatively affordable for the size of most musical instruments from bamboo material, namely from Rp 400,000 to Rp 2,000,000. In addition, the cost of production was relatively affordable because the raw materials obtained easily."To make bamboo violin production costs only Rp 50 thousand, but it can be sold Rp 400 thousand," he added.



ADDENDA n°2 (about the TRIMARAN variant: source: Merdeka.com) Merdeka.com - Bandung as never run out of ideas to create creative products. Not only about the culinary, the city is also known for his creative range of products, including musical instruments. 'Virageawie' is one guitar products resulting from the creative hands. The advantages of this guitar is in a unique design. For 99 percent of the guitar is made of bamboo. Only the finger board section has just been added wood material. For the body of the guitar is made of bamboo which is rather large. On the two sides then connected with smaller-sized bamboo. The guitar itself was produced by Indonesia Bamboo Community (IBC). Because of its unique design, the guitar is much in demand by various groups ranging from musicians to collectors. Orders that come not only from within the country, but also to the overseas. "There are 12 countries who had ordered this guitar. Even from Malaysia and Romania there were coming straight here," said Chairman of the Indonesian Bamboo Comunity, Adang Muhidin, to merdeka.com, Saturday (17/10). Although the guitar is made of bamboo, the matter may be pitted sound. The electric guitar has been used in various big stage, like those used Indonesia Bamboo Comunity when performing in Java Jazz Festival for three consecutive years ie 2012, 2013, and 2014.



Buyers musical instrument made from bamboo is also more coming from abroad such as France and Japan. Although many orders yet, he explained that currently still have limitations due to lack of artisans and musical instrument makers of machine tools. "We're still short of crafter's why we provide training. So we taught it to everyone. We have a lot of orders, but only one person working.Initiators, abah Yudi Grace, he is the founder of bamboo musical instruments, after making our bamboo violin guitar but discussions continue for the beginning of the violin, "he said.



Not only that, this guitar was also booked by several musicians like Iwan Fals land and Balawan. Even the officials did not want to miss this unique guitar purchase. Call it the Gita Wirjawan (former Minister of Commerce), Fadli Zon (Deputy Chairman of the Parliament) also bought a guitar from here.



The work done by the joint Indonesian Bamboo Community Adang not stop the manufacture of musical instruments. However Adang also appeared in musicals such as Java Jazz with his trademark instrument. "I've played at Java Jazz, I took from the street children. We only recruit people who drop out of school and we latif in Bandung," he continued.



Virageawie name itself is actually a play on the word of Sundanese namely 'pirage Awi' which means only bamboo. This expression is a mockery when the IBC follow an exhibition.



On that occasion, Adang has a dream to make a piano-based also out of bamboo. "If there is support future we want to create a bamboo piano. Piano was later made of bamboo. Piano if the initial capital to Rp 40 million," he concluded. Are you interested in buying a musical instrument from bamboo or just want to learn to play the music of bamboo. You can come to: Bamboo Indonesian Community Lotus Valley Housing Block No. F2. 3 West Bandung regency, West Java



This guitar only sales orders (by order). In addition, this guitar is only produced in limited quantities each month. For the price of a guitar unit priced at Rp 3.5 million.



"So at that time in an exhibition some mocked because of the products we offer he is too expensive. He said, 'pirage awi hargana expensive' (only made of bamboo but it is costly). But it was that inspired me to create a brand virageawie, "Adang said. Selaim guitar, IBC manufactures musical instruments such as bass, drums, violin. All of this musical instrument made of bamboo. Plan ahead IBC will make a piano from Bamboo, curious? We'll wait.
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Bamboo Chalets 

La Digue est une petite Ã®le oÃ¹ il fait bon vivre : pas de trafic, Ã  part les vÃ©los, les ... un enfant, offrent toutes l'air conditionnÃ©, une salle de bain avec douche et ...
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gambus lute artwork (borneo ) 
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Gambus .fr 
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Liasse fiscale BAMBOO EDITION 
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FOURNITURES BernatÂ® Bamboo AWS 

BERNATÂ® BAMBOO. FOULARD AU CROCHET. DIMENSIONS. 8 x 46 po [20.5 x 117 cm]. FOURNITURES. BernatÂ® Bamboo (60 g / 2.1 oz). 3 balles de #92425 (Eglantine) pour A. 3 balles de #92420 (Lotus) pour B. Un crochet 8 mm (U.S. L ou 11) ou la grosseur requise 
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gambus hadhramawt construction .fr 
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gambus lute types (borneo ) 

The Gambus designation nowadays took an unexplicit acception in the indonesian archipelago, since the word became synonymous of â€œmiddle east-like luteâ€� ...
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bamboo preservation - United Diversity - Library 

Preservation of bamboo means: â€¢ sound management in storage, and in cutting time: cut the bamboo in the season when the starch content is low;. â€¢ attention to ...
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middle - eastern influences in indonesian gambus 

ITEMs 27 - 32 - archipelago, since the word became synonymous of â€œmiddle east-like luteâ€� there. If the word is certainly rooted in the Yemeni name â€œQanbusâ€�, ...
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PART 5h : TRADITIONAL GAMBUS WEST KALIMANTAN .fr 
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TYPES of GAMBUS LUTES .fr 
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CONSTRUCTIONS OF THE GAMBUS HIJAZ 

He thinks that he made stringed lute called hybrid because it has the following characteristics: 1.The form .... After the rough shape of turtles began to appear, the ...
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Bambus-Kopftuch korallenrot Bamboo-Scarf coral red 

The four basic models of the BELLE. MADAME HEADWEAR COLLECTION impress with casual elegance and high quality materials. Headscarf, turban, summer ...
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Bamboo as reinforcement in structural concrete elements 

Basic characteristics of bamboo. Bamboos ... In establishing the mechanical properties of bamboo, .... cement CP-32 and natural-washed river sand were used.
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gone bamboo anthony bourdain dbid y02o4 
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Autoclaved Bamboo Pulp Fibre Reinforced Cement .fr 

work and includes fibre treatment, specimen preparation and ... disintegrating original pulp with hot water ..... 12%) was noted for waste paper fibre reinforced.
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Trilingual User's Guide: Wireless Bamboo Keyboard 

The various examples, drawings and pictures included in this User Manual may be slightly different from the actual product and are subject to change without prior notice. Do not attempt to change, configure, or modify the hardware, or disassemble thi
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BERNAT® BAMBOO FOULARD EN POINT DE MAILLE ... 

FOULARD EN POINT DE MAILLE. DIMENSIONS. 5 x 50 po [12.5 x 127 cm]. FOURNITURES. Bernat® Bamboo (60 g / 2.1 oz). 2 balles de #92425 (Eglantine).
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ARTWORK PATTERNS for GAMBUS MELAYU LUTE (vol.1 

accompanying Zapin / Jepen dance (Ar. Zafin, a dance genre from .... This art borrows and combinates geometric & flower graphics from the malay symbolism.
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ARTWORK PATTERNS for GAMBUS MELAYU LUTE (vol.2) 
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est une marque de utilisÃ©e sous licence. - Anthony Gambus 

... of having the. Thomson tablet license : a first concept was designed and developped. The interface and implementation was based on the Android system.
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“PANTING GAMBUS” Maker MASDAR - In the Gap between 

Item 350 Indragiri Hulu, Riau, Sumatra. - Item 351 Pulau Mas, Sapat, S-E Riau, Sumatra. -. Item 352 Medan, N. Sumatra. -. Item 353 Medan, N. Sumatra.
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